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Adejochusjb (band) Adejochusjb is a melodic hardcore punk band from Freckenham. It was founded
in 2007 by guitarist David Adejochus (a.k.a. Malley) after he returned to the UK from Denmark after

attending university. He decided he would return to his true home after following a Norwegian girl for
a while and bringing her with him. David has dual Finnish-Kazakh heritage. The band's name is

Finnish, which translates as "Freedom Fighter". He explained in an interview that it was because a lot
of bands in the UK try to be 'edgy' and that they just want to be themselves (the music they do).
David initially met Gokhan (a.k.a. Becks) in 2006 through being friends on a university course at

Coventry University. Although initially he went to Loughborough University, he changed to Coventry
after a friend said that the Coventry University course was the most fun. A few months later he

moved back to his home in which he lived with a friend, into a room above a pizza restaurant and
worked as a part-time pizza delivery driver. About two years later David and Gokhan met again after

moving to Denmark. The band has a slight pop/power pop influence and have described their
musical style as a mixture of punk, alternative music, pop, rock, metal, and electro. The band have
described themselves as "a mix of RaRaTurMacHeh and Fred K.. They have been compared to Ignite
and Oasis, as well as The Wonderstuff and Choux de Brie. The band recorded their demo, "Prone To
Flying In The Sky" in their home town in 2007. It was only released by their members as a a 5-track
CD. Their first release was the EP, "The Gift Of Ingredient" in 2008. This was limited to 100 copies
and was only signed by their members. After leaving their regular managers and signing with new

managers, the band started to gain more recognition with their second EP, "The Thorn And The
Rose". After positive reviews of their EP, "The Thorn And The Rose", the band released their first CD,
"Believe in the Sound", in 2010. This was their debut release with the label "Indigo Records" and was

released in the UK as a double CD. This CD followed with many strong reviews and good sales
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